
INDIAN RAILWAY CONFERENCE ASSOCIATION 
(NEUTRAL CONTROL)

ICF COACHES 
DIMENSIONAL CHECK 



According to the Accident Manual the 
following five important clearances to 
be maintained and it will tell the 
condition of the coach

Buffer height 

Axle box crown clearance

Axle box lug clearance 

Bolster clearance 

Body bolster to bogie clearance 



According to the coaching 
manual  

 Buffer height                                  1105 + 0 / - 15 mm

Axle box crown clearance     45 + /- 3 mm ( ex – GS, GSLR)

Axle box lug clearance                   40 mm

Bolster clearance                            40 + / - 5 mm

Body bolster to bogie clearance  70 + / - 3 mm



On arrival of coach on NC offered pit 
line some important points to be 
remembered

Whether the coach water filled or not 

 Berth fittings completed or not 

 Electrical fittings completed or not 

 Check the coach provided with new/serviced batteries 

Other load bearing members provided or not 

These are the main load factors deciding the buffer height.



The buffer height is Max – 1105 mm and Min – 1090 mm. 
This dimension will tell the condition of the coach lot of 
factors involved in the buffer height low. Some of the 
factors are Sole bar sagging

 Wooden packing not matched with the wheel dia.

 Axle box crown clearance less due to weak spring

  Bolster clearance less due to weak spring 

  Less clearance between the body bolster and bogie 

  Buffer headstock hole elongated 

   Buffer socket hole elongated 

  Buffer bolt not tightened or socket not seated with 
headstock



The buffer height is Max – 1105 mm as per the 
manual provided the coach is fitted with full wheel 
dia and C group ( green) springs which is maximum 
height of 295 mm.

As per the workshop concerned the bogie to be assembled 
as its original standard.

  Before taking measurements first we have to check the 
wooden packing is given  according to wheel dia , and 
then check the springs whether it is correctly grouped or 
not.

The springs height and compensatory rings should not 
exceed 295 mm.

 There is no buffer height compensation in lieu of springs, 
compensatory rings and wheel dia



• Axle box crown clearance: Various crown clearance 
given for various types of coaches. For GS & SLR 45 +/- 
3 mm. The condition of the axle box spring can be easy 
checked in a formation. This clearance is workshop setting 
and to be strictly followed.

The axle box lug clearances should be 40 mm. Axle box 
lug clearance shows the excess packing in the axle box.

The bolster clearance is 40 +/- 5 mm. By seeing the 
clearances the condition of the bolster  spring can be 
easily identified.

Body to bogie clearance is depending on bolster 
clearance. If the clearance is less it shows the abnormal  
worn on wear plate and wearing piece, if the wear plate is 
worn more, There is a restriction of free flowing of oil and 
the wear piece on curvature cause derailment.

 



Actually the shop issue size of wear plate is 9 mm and 
bronze were plate is 43.5 mm.

 

Shop floor can go up to 2.5 mm to compensate on buffer 
height.

 

The body to bogie clearance and bolster clearance are 
inter related and it helps for buffer height adjustment.

 

In addition NC is measuring individual axle box spring 
height and trolley height for trolley twist. Variation more 
than 7 mm should be treated as trolley twist.

 

As per this article the workshop is not given any lenience 
in dimension.



Conclusion:
Maintaining buffer height – 1105 mm in serviced coaches 

at Workshops is difficult.

  If we follow the minimum value as per the coaching 
manual there is a possibility of using the worn out wear 
piece & wear plate and loss of camber on sole bar cannot 
be judged.

At present ICF issuing 14/7 meters lengthy sole bar or 
10.5/10.5 meters sole bar and the camber is made by jigs 
& fixtures

 On sole bar nearly 3 tones weight is added on account  of 
      bio toilet.

 A review on dimensions is a must especially for 
workshops and clear repair practices to sole bar to 
maintain camber loss since manufacturing process can’t 
be followed in repair practices.



   COURTESY  
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